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STATISTICAL EDUCATION - ITS MANAGEMENT
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, Educational expansion in any dii'ection, as 'we le~;"ri'from the
past, should not be simply. the consequence of one sided decisions or"
political leaders or th0 .' in power who may do whatever they like.
Education can best serve a community if it is Justly gUided by
wid~spread popular demand: The case of statistical edu~at'ion cann"ot.
possibly b~ very differEmt'pmtic';11ariy i,n modern'times when we al~e
begiiining to admit that tlie' use' of quantitative scales provides' us' a
much better visibility of all that Sw,'ounds and encompasses our life ..
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(1982). Effect of Missing, Plots in] , ., .Wheh Statistics was conceived by. someone as a discipline to
Communi Statist. Theor. Meth1be introduced for teaching at the university level, its woith may not

have been realized as much as it glitters now. After the birth of this
century, it has undergone a major development both 'hi theory and
practice. Especially dw'ing the last few. decades the importilnce of
'stiilistics"has' been incl'easingly' ackJ10wledged by gove~ent,
~si:fent~. c; industrial, business and other organiZati.ons....: wit~. t"he
{onsequence that this subject is now being taught in the West to
almost every graduate student of science 'and arts. There','not only
"every country has a Federal Statistics Office 'collecting nume;;cal
information on a large number of parameters that are important and
'lisefu] for the national development, but tn~ basis of tne iiJ:1port'lnt
(. '. • I' .• " ., .'.' ',. .'

aecisions is mostly statistically orien~ed.' Organizations where .
. te~earch, inquiry or investigation embo'dies quantitative aspects,
tt~tistii:ians remain i'nteg,'al componentsrdi- assistance. A;"amblti~Hs
'''gaItization' feels uncomfOltable in fOl"m'ulating a development plan

r'lii'iS not. baseCl On reliable forecasts," and for this purpose it has to
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Statistical Education. Its Management (Some Observations) 19

cost to produce a science graduate . a tax that falls on every body in
one way or the other. But a university assumes mainly one function, a
sacred duty, that it must maintain the process of turning out
graduates in vrious fields. One may wonder how many teaching
institutions bother to investigate whether the community needs or
accommodate all its graduates or not. In addition to this exercise,
does it really determine whether the type of education imparted
meets the requirements of the employers and keeps them satisfied.
With the passage of time an imbalance in this respect keeps on
growing, Some sort of investigation must remain a continual feature,
and progressive measures be taken by a university so as to promote a
happy acceptability of its graduates in the government and private'
sectors.

Ahmed Z. Memon

As a matter of fact the same holds true in the case of
statistical education, The syllabi of Statistics in most institutions
(beyond any exaggeration) have remained mostly untouched over
more than two decades, even when the challenge of life in the.
kaleidoscopically changing world has been exponentially mounting
both in its size and quantity. The balance in this context has been
worsening, and no concerted effort has been seriously and effectively
made to attune the statistical education to the economic, agriculttU-al
or social development. If a teacher fresh from abroad joins an
institution, we notice that he is often tempted' by his desire to include
in the syllabus the topic he has majored in; he might even recommend
without examining the genuine necessity for it. If at conferences or
seminars there have arisen reconlmendations for changes In the
syllabi, no one knows whether the concerned authorities have ever

. t' I education: taken the trouble to seek further advice on these issues, We hear
.2. Universities and statls Ica . . sarcastic jokes that some teachers in universities show so deep a

. high priority, is, given to the UlUve~lty respect, an attachment, a love for their class notes, that they have
In many countrie~ a, 'th secondary and primary e~uc~tIo,:, never bothered even to correct the mistakes which their parents

education when comp~e WIt or a developed one, a realIzation ~5,noticed wheri they had the honour to be students there. About four
Whether it is a developing c0m:,:;;g out of the groves of an academy ~slyears before, in its report on the Statistics syllabi and postgraduate
building up that the power gr? out of the barrel of the gun. This, teaching in the "...." University, a committee recommended that "the
much higher than that co~~ where the educational system of a, teachers' notes should be burnt or destroyed in the fIrst place as a
hypothesis seems well qU~I ~eI e between the educational outpu~ part of the cleaning and standard improving operation." The measure
country strikes a reasona~ e a:~here, the divergence between the; seems drastic but the fact is that the level ofmaterial taught to the
and its devel~p~~nt,.neeil~b: in the teaching institutions ~nd thJ graduate st~dents in t.heWestern or even African and Middle Easterri
skills or speCialIties ava. nal rogres5 is not alarmIngly. senous'hii mshtuhons ISmuch hIgher when compared WIthwhat we teach here,
requirements for the natlo nl p 11 part of the expenditure on. ' '
Pakistan a atudent bears 0 .y a ~mah s to meet the remaining hig~1
higher education, and a UlUverslty a I

At times one cannot but wonder why it is so in a country that
has a high illiteracy rate and where the treasure of accurate statistics
has not b\'en even significantly discovered for its healthy, purposeful
and objective development. Does it imply an over.satUration of
statistical graduates in such places? Or is it that Statistics should not
be viewed as functional.or enonnously useful as commonly proclaimed
in textbooks or in class rooms? These queries are often made in the
developing countries, but for our understanding let us attempt to look
at ,the present role of variOU5sources of statistical education as well
as the attitude of employers towards the statisticians in Pakistan.

bank upon past or current infonnation.The idea is: "Get r!!liable data
and derive maximum benefit from it. n

,In'developing, countries, which is also the case with Pakistan,
the importance of statisticians should have' been rather more
,profoundly felt for the purpose of careful, intelligent and objective
planning. Strangely enough, here the need for statisticians appears to
be underrated and least emphasized. These countries, may have
independent Statistics Departments in their teaching institutions,
and their ~atalogues may preach in support of Statistics but the fact is
when their graduates leave the corridors of a university, it does not
take them long to see how important they are to their society. A
fraction of them may get suitable positions, but there are many others '
who end up unhappily either holding jobs that bear no compatibility
at all with Statistics, or join the formidable queue of those bitten by
unemployment. ,
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3. Statistical Associations in Pakistan:

With progress speedily galloping, specialization in areas
within each discipline is now becoming a common need of the present
world, A graduate in Statistics produced by a high. standard
institution in the West is not necessarily capable' of doing every
statistical job. We should not be skeptic about his professional ability
because Statistics is a vast subject and he might not .have the type of
statistical knowledge and experience required for a particular job. If
employed !;temay. be a gross misfit; he may not be able to function
adequately as an efficient employee. Even for the jobs where
speciality is not demanded, the employers "...e not l,appy with the
graduates. In flUstration the employers use pragmatic grounds for
criticizing the educational institutions for producing weak, inefficient
and even worthless graduates. It is not uncommon to hear such
remarks even from the heads of the statistical organizations who once
themselves were the students in the same institutions. Surely they
have a right to express their qualified anger when a graduate does
not measure to their expectation.

It is not a direct function of a statistical body, group or
association to impmt knowledge to its members or others. Through
seminm's and conferences it could generate a c":mate conducive to
education, and become a useful somce of both guidance and
inspiration. Normally an immense responsibility may devolve on a
country's professional association in matters of serving and promoting
the cause of a profession. An. association of. national ,.stature, is
expected to consider statistical problems of general interest, and in
doing so it should spell out certain ideals. for the professionals and
earmark their obligations to the community, Within its domain falls
the commitment of setting up standm'ds, wOlthwhile has been
achieved, but the conferences m'e beginning to be' organized after
every two yem's in one country or the other. How much. good it is
rendering is a question that needs to be answered. Unfortunately,
unpleasant lUmom'S m'e now already spreading across the country
re:garding the management of its affairs. If what we hear is true; we
cannot avoid being pessimistic but let us hope for the better. ,,----.-"
issues every now and then a news bulletin that keeps the members
informed about the statistical activities but there is a glamour that it
is also biased serving pmticulm' interests, "-----"has not yet taken, up
any project of identifying the weaknesses, limitations or problems of
statisticians. Such a study seems essential in coordinating various

4. Our Employers:

21StatisticalEducation - ItsManagem'ent(SomeObservations)

In Pakistan an employer of today when compm'ed.with the
one about three decades ago, has celtainly more knowledge regm'ding
Statistics as to what it is and what its broad functions m'e. This
awakening in employers has been growing over the past years.
Previously, if one had some idea of this subject he would take a
pleasure in displaying his understanding through the phrase that
"Statistics are lies, damn lies and statistics ". Even now, most of the
employers may not precisely know as to how a statistician can serve
their interests. .

Graduates in Statistics lU'eemployed in teaching institutions,
statistical bureaus, and a few in reselU'chinstitutions. Some of them
may be accepted in banks, industries and other places where the
natm'e of their wOl'kis hm'dly statistical. Yet many graduates with
Master's degrees never find jobs befitting their training. With a large
number of graduates coming from the universities but

academic and research activities or improvement of statistical
infornlation.

No wonder, any body who takes a course in Statistics may not
really know the benefits this subject can render, because it depends a
lot on where and how it is taught ..It is tlu'ough applications that one
learns the usefulness of Statistics and for that matter it again
depends on what field is considered and where it is applied. In a good
university the same course in Statistics is offered separately to
different gl'Oupsof students; that is, students of agriculture obviously
need applications different from those in medical sciences. But
definitely the expOSill'eto the student. tlu'ough one COill'sedoes' not
make him a statistician, nor should a few more comses be expected to
do that magic. I remember once I was asked a question by a Vice
Chancellor of the Punjab University in the em'ly sixties "Do all roads
lead to statistics?" At my puzzled look, he said he had met a
statistician with no formal training in Statistics but smely he had a
Master's degree in English, But that was more than thirty years ago.
I guess we do not come across funny experiences of this kind any
more. What is important for the employers to know is that statistical
quackery cannot yield a desirable flUit. The contribution from
Statistics is bound to be a question mark where the so called experts
exist.
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evolution; and the other is that the system of education here assigns
'no priority at all to mathematical sciences in the case of Arts degrees.

On the contrary a few private institutions in management
sciences are showing a free hand in their struggle to keep up their
standards as high as in gooduniversities abroad. Times are changing
fast, and so is the nature of challenges. It is therefore befitting to
tailor education according to an employer's requirements. Vet to. be
on the safer. side, could we attempt to plan our education in view of:

We live in the present and cannot avoid future; the decisions
we make today will affect tomorrow. Indeed many of them
look toward a longer-range future ...

Simon Kuznet.

A modern manager who does not have an insight of a hasic
numerical fact cannot have a deep cognition"forcreating, formulating
or designing a reliable development plan. About the dependence of
managerial activities upon statistical information a prominent
American executive once remarked about half a century ago that
when the history of modern times is finally written, it will begin with
. the age of steam and then progressing thl'Oughthe age of electricity to
that of Statistics. This is an overexagerated view but the truth is that
in managerial work it is generally the statistical information that has
to be a basis for administration, policies and plans.

Being aware about the importance of the quantitative
methods in business, the "-------,,has energized the course work of its
students through the addition of some material from Mathematics
and Statistics that is important, useful and conducive to developing in
them the intellectual virtues of critical judgement and decision
making power.

I
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disproportionately low job opportunities in the country, the situation
with respect to this kind of frustration is worsening every year. No
one can blame the employers for this disparity; in fact it is true about
all disciplines. But the tragedy is that no effective forum exists to
promote the awareness about the importance of Statistics in the.
community of employers.

Strangely enough, a number of institutions' (even the
prestigious ones) that undertake research in various sciences through
observation, experiments and trails do not appear to be engaging
statisticians or feel the necessity of consulting them. A critical study
of their research publications' often displays a number of fallacie~
regarding the statistical procedures which their authors use. Lack of
proper statistical care in matters of preliminary data collection often
affects the reliability of results and the consequence is that the
conclusions could be questionable. A lot more information may also be
extracted from the data. A disregard for statistical involvement on
the part of concerned research workers either reflects their ignorance
of the value of Statistics, or their lack of seriousness and commitment
to their own research. Experience shows often they would approach
statisticians after their research work is rejected for publication on

some statistical grounds.

5. Present trends of statistical education in business:

With the rapidly growing realization about the importance of
management sciences and the allied supporting disciplines it is now
becoming a common feature in the country that almost every
ambitious organization in public .and private sectors is displaying a
rising trend of running short courses, seminars and organizing talks
from local and foreign experts with a view to giving an exposure of
relevant knowledge to their employees for building up a healthier
tomorroW. Among the related disciplines, stress is beginning to be
laid upon the quantitative techniques for business which include a
number of areas in Mathematics and Statistics. It may be so because
in Pakistan the MBA syllabi of our management institutions even
with long standing are still devoid of these areas or they have not
embraced their applications in a spirit as it prevails in good foreign
institutions. Probably there are mainly two reasons. One is that a
feeling for the urgency of qualified managers has corne up relatively
late in the country and the process of equipping them with proper
material compatible with local environments is' still in the state of

Statistical Education. Its Management (Some Observations) 23
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